
Tree Experts Orlando Hits a Major Milestone
of Planting 20,000 Trees

Orlando Tree Pruning

ORLANDO, FL, USA, November 22, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- After consistent

hard work and sacrifices, Tree Experts

Orlando finally announced that it had

managed to plant 20,000 trees.

"It has taken Tree Experts Orlando 20

years to achieve one of its big missions

of planting at least 20,000 trees in

Orlando and the suburbs," said the

CEO. "This happened earlier than the

company had expected. The

consistency and hard work of the

whole Tree Experts Orlando team

made the dream become a reality

quickly. There were also a lot of

sacrifices made by the team, like

working overtime, and offering affordable services."

According to the CEO, planting trees is the best way to make the surrounding healthier and

greener.

"The reason behind Tree Experts Orlando focusing too much on planting trees," said the CEO, "is

because of the many benefits that the trees offer. The trees provide human beings and animals

with fresh air, prevent soil erosion, as well as offering shade. What's more? They make the

surrounding more appealing."

To see how Tree Experts Orlando helps homeowners with their trees, visit the company's website

at: http://www.treeexpertsorlando.com/ 

The CEO also revealed that among the 20,000 trees planted by Tree Experts Orlando, only 115

trees died in the process. He added that homeowners should seek immediate assistance to keep

the tree death rates to a minimum.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.google.com/maps?cid=14653725089375923284
https://www.google.com/maps?cid=14653725089375923284
http://www.treeexpertsorlando.com/


"With Tree Experts Orlando," said the CEO, "tree care doesn't end after planting. The company

makes all the necessary follow-ups to see to it that the trees thrive into healthy and appealing

trees. The team also provides the tree owner with clear guidelines on how to take care of the

trees after planting. Afterward, the client can reach out to Tree Experts Orlando anytime in case

any professional service is needed. This has enabled the trees planted by the company to survive

and so far, only 115 trees have not survived. After research by the company, most of these trees

died as a result of the ignorance of the homeowners to seek professional assistance after

noticing certain abnormalities. This should be a wake-up call to the homeowners that tend to

ignore 'minor' negative changes in trees. It might appear minor, but the effects could have gone

deeper than you can imagine. Therefore, to escape the risk of losing the tree, it is advisable to

seek immediate assistance."

The CEO made it clear that achieving the big mission does not mark the end of their hard work.

"Completing this big mission does not mark the end of Tree Experts Orlando's hard work," said

the CEO. "It marks the beginning of new, bigger missions. The achievement will serve as a

motivation to keep the company going even harder on itself."

The CEO also noted that the company charges will remain the same. He then urged homeowners

in Orlando and the neighboring districts to make their bookings with Tree Experts Orlando.

"Planting 20,000 trees is enough proof to tell that Tree Experts Orlando has gained a lot of

popularity here in Orlando and the suburbs," said the CEO. "The company will not take this as an

advantage to overprice its services. It will let homeowners continue enjoying good tree care

services at an affordable rate. This is the only way the team can achieve the new and

uncompleted missions. Homeowners should take the advantage of the affordable rates to place

their bookings with Tree Experts Orlando."

Tree Experts Orlando offices are located at 10802 Satellite Blvd, Orlando, FL 32837, United

States. Homeowners can also reach out to the company at +1 321-340-2817 and

sales@treeexpertsorlando.com.
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